The traditional view of rural society in colonial Latin America has stressed the socio-economic immobility and paternalism of the white landed elite. Some authors took this position to the extreme of postulating a hacendado class with an anticommerical mentality directing a classic manorial system 1 . Recent research has seriously challenged this feudal model and stressed the direct connection between the large landed estate and the market 2 . But there still remain serious debates about the landed elite itself, and many recent commentators have returned to a modified "feudal" version and stressed the non-market orientation of the landed class, its rigidity and its isolation from the more dynamic sectors of the economy 3 .
The traditional view of rural society in colonial Latin America has stressed the socio-economic immobility and paternalism of the white landed elite. Some authors took this position to the extreme of postulating a hacendado class with an anticommerical mentality directing a classic manorial system 1 . Recent research has seriously challenged this feudal model and stressed the direct connection between the large landed estate and the market 2 . But there still remain serious debates about the landed elite itself, and many recent commentators have returned to a modified "feudal" version and stressed the non-market orientation of the landed class, its rigidity and its isolation from the more dynamic sectors of the economy 3 .
Unfortunately for this debate, there are still relatively few systematic studies of the landed elite. In this article I have chosen to analyze in detail the career of a powerful hacendado in the most densely populated Indian province of the Andean area in the late colonial period. In examining in detail this one career, I hope to deal with the issues of the origins of this class, its relationship to commercial capital and its relative mobility. Although the wealth of this one individual makes him an atypical example of the class as a whole, in his creation of a landed empire, the wealth he generated and the way he maintained and transferred this empire, he was in fact typical of the wealthiest elements in this society. An analysis of his economic career therefore provides an important vision of the limits and general patterns of the world of the landed elite in the late colonial Andean world. Don Tadeo Diez de Medina was one of 722 hacendados in the Intendencia of La Paζ at the end of the 18th century. With some 15 estates and over 1,700 Indian peones he was the third wealthiest hacendado in the province 4 . As a most powerful member of the local landed elite he held estates in all the major ecological zones. On his high arid puna haciendas and estancias he produced potatoes, quinua, and grazed sheep and American cameloids. In the sub-puna valleys he grew wheat and maize, and in the Yungas valleys coca and tropical fruits were an important source of his income. Thus, like the pre-conquest Indian ayllus, he incorporated within his productive empire all the major ecological zones in a vertically integrated system, the aim of which was to supply foodstuffs, meat and wool to the major urban market of La Paz. Don Tadeo Diez de Medina was born in La Paz sometime in the 1730's and died sometime in the first decade of the 19th century 5 . His life thus spanned the last great colonial boom and the epoch of major growth of his native city of La Paz, which emerged as the premier city of Upper Peru drung his lifetime. Although the southern mining centers and their allied towns had initially developed as the crucial urban centers of the region, the 17th century crisis in silver production had cost them severe population loss from which they never recovered.
On the other hand, La Paz, with its rich and varied agricultural Hinterland and its dense and growing Indian populations, continued to expand steadily over two centuries. By the 1750s, it was the largest and most dynamic city in the Audiencia of Charcas. This dynamism was reflected both in its steady urban growth, as well as in the expansion of its rural frontiers. To the traditional highland and upper temperate valley estates, were now added the hitherto undeveloped tropical eastern Andean valleys known as the Yungas, which soon became Upper Peru's prime producer of coca. Don Tadeo Diez de Medina was well placed to take advantage of the growth of both the city and region of La Paz in the late 18th century. From the evidence presented in both his formal petition for an entailed estate (or mayorazgo) and his final will and testament, it appears that he came from a solid, but relatively undistinguished and landless merchant family background 6 . At the time of his marriage to Doña Antonia de Ulloa y Solis in 1752 he admitted to owning no land whatsoever, and listed his fortune of 22,000 pesos as being in commercial goods only 7 . Clearly, he was not of the same landed class as his wife, whose father and uncle were both very prominent landowners. Despite his father-in-law's wealth and prominence (he owned a life councilman, or regidor perpetuo, position on the city council), he offered his son-inlaw only 10,721 pesos in lands and cash as a dowry. Unfortunately for the young landless merchant, his father-in-law never fully paid him this sum and Don Tadeo in the end estimated that he collected only some 2,250 pesos of this bequest 8 . Nevertheless, Don Tadeo seems to have been closely linked with his father-in-law's brother, an important cleric in the Cathedral chapter of La Paz. Eventually Don Tadeo would become an executor and trustee of his wife's uncle's rather large fortune, and his wife in turn would become an important inheritor of her uncle's lands and estate. Most of his father-in-law's property, however, seems to have gone to his numerous other children 9 .
While the dowry that Don Tadeo finally received included only 500 pesos in cash, it did contain the unimproved estancia called Capire in the pueblo of Laxa in the nearby district of Larecaja. The promised flocks of sheep which went along with this land were removed by his father-in-law to the bitter complaint of the new bridegroom. Nevertheless this was the young urban merchant's first significant holding in rural real estate and he quickly invested large sums of money in both improving the lands, stocking the herds and buying other rural income producing properties.
While obviously continuing an extremely active career in local and international trade, Don Tadeo slowly began to create a thriving and diversified rural landholding empire and eventually was to become one of the major landowners and farmers in the entire province of La Paz. From this first estancia on the altiplano, he began investing in the rich agricultural lands of the sub -puna valleys of Larecaja, in which he grew maize and vegetables, along with his sheep and cattle herds. These estancias were obviously producing meat, hides, wool, vegetables and fruit for the thriving La Paz market.
But Don Tadeo also seems to have been one of the earliest investors, as well, in the coca valley regions of the district of Chulumani, or the so-called Yungas. The development of this region was intimately tied to the rapid growth of silver production in the second half of the 18th century. Though the area had produced coca since pre-colonial times, most of the region until the 18th century was inaccessible and totally undeveloped steep, semi-tropical valleys which required extensive investments in terracing and drainage works to become operational. It was the impetus of the late colonial mining boom which finally provided the capital to exploit this hitherto marginal coca zone. From the record of his investments it would appear that Don Tadeo was one of the earliest of the new investors to open up this region. By the time that Culumani achieved its status as a district independent from Sicasica and held its first complete Indian census, that is in 1786, Don Tadeo was unqualifiedly the wealthiest landowner in the territory as measured by the number of peones he controlled.
Although the early period of his life is obscure, it was evident that Don Tadeo's career got off to a very rapid start. In 1756, for example, he was able to purchase one half of Chicalulu, a hacienda de cocales, in the town of Pacallo in the Chulumani district, for some 4,800 pesos. By 1773 he purchased the other half of the estate, bringing his total costs to 9,800, pesos 10 . As he noted in this will, this sum bought him only the undeveloped lands, with no cocales (coca bushes), no Indians and no buildings. Investing several thousands of pesos during the next several years, he was able to introduce some 184 yanacona (landless) Indian laborers, enough coca bushes to produce 1500 cestos (baskets) of coca per annum, so that his coca output brought in 12,000 pesos income per annum. By the 1780's the total value of this estate, its coca bushes, improvements and implements came to 65,000 pesos, making it among the top 10% of the coca haciendas in the zone, and the second most important rural property in his portfolio 11 .
Given the fact that the lands he obtained from his father-in-law and this new estate were both unimproved farms, it is obvious that Diez de Medina generated the bulk of his capital in these early years from his continued and intense activity in La Paz commerce. This activity consisted of direct importation of European goods for local sale, purchase of cattle and foodstuffs in interior markets for sale in La Paz, extensive loans to merchants for short-term credits for the importation and sale of goods, and finally, general loans to leading officials and vecinos for their own needs. He also invested in censos (mortgages) on rural and urban properties and collected annual interest on these mortgage style loans 12 .
Another area for leading merchants to invest in was tax farming, both as a farmer or as a fiador (or guarantor) for someone collecting the taxes 13 . While the records have yet to be encountered, it can be assumed that Diez de Medina was also engaged in this activity. The fact that this young merchant was already accumulating political titles would suggest that he was not indifferent to this important source of funding. As early as 1764, Viceroy Manuel de Amat of Lima appointed him to be a captain of militia in La Paz 14 . This largely honorific title was converted into a real command in the Indian rebellion in 1780, when Diez de Medina fought in the nearby rural districts of both Pacajes and Sicasica. He also loaned the hard pressed local treasury 2,100 pesos in cash at the height of the rebellion. Moreover, he seems to have served as an elected alcalde ordinario in the municipal government of La Paz for several years, and in 1771 he purchased his title of "24", or regidor perpetuo (life councilman) for 910 pesos, in the same municipal government 15 .
The size of his unusual wealth became especially manifest on the marriage of his daughters. In the arly 1770s his first daughter, Maria Josefa, married a young merchant by the name of Diego Carazo. Though Carazo only had a capital (or male wealth at marriage) of 2,000 pesos, he must have been intimately associated with Don Diego, for the latter granted him a dote (or dowry) of 25,000 pesos. Although this daughter died shortly after the marriage, Don Tadeo continued to pay out the assigned dote since the two men continued in active partnership. He seems to have given him 9,000 pesos in cash on the date of the marriage, and by the 1790s had some 8,000 pesos in stock in his sonin-law's store in La Paz, and in his will of 1792 agreed that he still owed him some 5,224 pesos (having just paid another 3,375 to him quite recently). When his other two daughters married in 1774 and 1776, he granted to each of his new sons-in-law approximately 26,000 pesos in dowry as well. To Maria Carmen, who married the army captain Don Juan Fernando Iturralde, he gave 10,000 pesos in cash, a hacienda named Elena in the Chulumani district, and some 6,000 pesos in jewels, slaves, silver plate and dresses. The same occurred when his daughter Doña Francisca Paula married Fernando Retana, another merchant and partner of the father, with the latter obtaining as his dowry the Yungas hacienda San Francisco de Paula del Monte, and the same in cash, jewels, etc. 16 .
While the records clearly indicate that these dowries were not paid in full at the time of the marriage, they were recognized as legal, long- Relations appear to have been close with all his sons-in-law, except Captain Iturralde with whom he fought a bitter judicial conflict for control over the tambo (or combined market and inn) which he owned in La Paz. Apparently Iturralde was demanding and got, by judicial decree, half ownership in the Inn, worth some 29,200 pesos. This was besides the already 13,002 pesos which he had obtained in the dowry upon his marriage. It can be assumed from the bitter tone of Don Tadeo's comments on this affair, that this was a falling out among commercial partners 18 . Finally, Don Tadeo made the son-in-law of his already deceased daughter, Don Francisco Xavier Eguino, a trustee (albacea) and the sole executor of his will and temporary manager of his estates, until the return of his eldest son, who was then (in 1792) residing in Spain 19 .
All of this very intense joint economic activity with his five sons-inlaw, of which three continued well beyond the death of his daughters (i.e., the cases of Carazo, Guillén and Eguino), seems to support the hypothesis that Don Tadeo was using his daughters' marriages as a way to ensure commercial alliances with up-and-coming younger merchants. The fact that the dotes were promissory notes, rather than full cash settlements, meant that the fortunes of these young men became tied in to the fortunes of their father-in-law. Clearly here, as has been shown for Buenos Aires merchants in the same period, marriage, dowry and kinship ties were being used by merchants to form longlasting and binding commercial partnerships in a society with no recognized sociedades anónimos or private joint stock companies 20 .
However much capital Don Tadeo and his sons-in-law were generating in trade, Don Tadeo also was actively pursuing his career as an economically aggressive landowner. So successful had he become that by the late 1780s, approximately two-thirds of the estimated value of his real or fixed assets (see Appendix, Table A. 1 and 2 for details) was in agriculture. By the Indian censuses of 1786 Don Tadeo had some twelve haciendas in three different districts producing coca, wool, fruits, and vegetables for the highland and urban markets, and controlled a minimum of 1,300 Indian peasants who worked on his estates 21 .
Though he would add several more haciendas in the district of Larecaja in the 1790s, by the end of the 1780s, Don Tadeo was clearly one of the wealthiest landowners, lay or Church, in Bolivia. He was without 20 ) Susan Socolow, The Merchants of Buenos Aires, 1778 -1810 (Cambridge 1978 . 21 ) Some idea of Don Tadeo Diez de Medina's relative landed wealth can be obtained by comparing his estates with those owned by the Jesuits in the nearby district of Cuzco in the southern Peruvian sierra. In their Cuzco colegio they owned 9 haciendas of foodstuff production (panllevar) whose value averaged 28,390 pesos (29,092 pesos standard deviation, and ranging from 2,000 pesos to 92,000 pesos), and 4 ganado (livestock) estates which averaged 20,563 pesos (16,159 pesos st. dev.). Their three sugar estates were worth 44,000,49,000 and an extraordinary 247,000 pesos. Pablo Macera, "Haciendas Jesuítas del Peru," Trabajos de Historia (4 vols., Lima 1977), ΠΙ, pp. 16-25, 34-35 . Thus by these standards, Don Tadeo had, on average, a rather well developed set of properties. His ten estates for which a value was given averaged 35,352 pesos (12,528 st. dev.). His panllevar farms were poorer than those of the Jesuits since they averaged 17,795 pesos, and his ganado holdings were equally of lesser value at 9,715 pesos on average. His coca estates however ranged from 10,000 to 90,000 pesos and were in the range of value of the Company's sugar plantations.
On the whole, however, these two southern Andean highland regions while considerably more wealthy than the jesuit estates in New Granada (see Germán Colmenares, Las haciendas de los jesuítas en el Nuevo Reino de Granda, siglo XVIII, Bogotá 1969), were distinctly inferior to the value of the wealthy estates of the Jesuits in Mexico. Here the Jesuit colegios held 31 haciendas with an average value of 95,354 pesos (105,313 st. dev.); Hermes Tovar Pinzón, "Elementos constitutivos de la empresa agricola jesuíta en la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII en Mexico", in CLACSO, Haciendas y plantaciones en America Latina (Mexico 1975), pp. 158-159. question the largest landowner in the district of Chulumani in terms of the number of Indian laborers he controlled, and this was the wealthiest district in the province of La Paz. His three haciendas of Incapama, Chicalulo and Monte alone, produced something on the order of 3,500 cestos of coca (valued at 28,000 pesos) per annum. His total coca production was probably more than this, but lack of production figures from his other Chulumani properties makes it impossible to estimate his total output. This minimum figure alone is, however, quite impressive. It represents 3% of the total output in 1796 of all hacendados in the Yungas district, and his 700 Chulumani peones accounted for 4% of the landless yanacona Indians in the region in 1786 22 . Aside from coca leaf production, Don Tadeo also had a minimum of some 6,300 sheep (worth approximately 4,477 pesos) stocked on his Omasuyos and Larecaja estates. Finally, in his estates in Rio Abajo, a district on the outskirts of La Paz, he was producing a considerable quantity of temporate climate fruits and vegetables for consumption in the city 23 .
While Don Tadeo maintained his permanent residence in La Paz and was thus the classic style of absentee landowner, he was not a simple rentier or a frustrated merchant seeking noble status 24 . He invested heavily in rural estates not to escape from his merchant origins or to luxuriate in the status of a country gentleman, but because agriculture in the province of La Paz was a highly profitable venture. His rural holdings were a major source of income, as well as investment, and just as his profits from commerce had been used to develop these estates, the profits from these productive farms was ploughed back into his urban and commercial activités.
All of the available records show Don Tadeo to have been as active in his rural empire as in his urban one. He was constantly investing large sums in developing virgin fields and planting commercial crops. Although rural lands were not cheap, the real value of his estates were in their improvements and crops. In the highlands it was the orchards, plantings, buildings and animal herds which made up over half the value of the estates. In the Yungas, where terracing the steep slopes was essential to prepare the lands, and where coca bushes took many years of care before they produced, unimproved lands were even less important in the total costs of the estate. Thus, for example, in the very valuable Chulumani district hacienda of Chicalulo, in the town of Pacallo, only 15% of the 65,000 peso value of the coca estate was made up in the original cost of the unimproved lands. Moreover, unlike some Chulumani landowners, Don Tadeo did not rent out any of his uncleared or producing lands to others, and we find constant references to his efforts to expand his operations as Alto Pern's leading coca producer in the late colonial period 25 .
Despite his position in coca production, Don Tadeo did not abandon either his commercial career or his urban real estate interests. But even in this latter area, Don Tadeo seems to have been less concerned with obtaining property for purely rental purposes or for investing in speculative land ventures, than in providing a secure income for his maintenance. Though his urban properties were quite valuable (see Appendix Table A. 2), they were largely used for living accommodations for himself and his married daughters. Only the large marketInn (tambo) in La Paz, the 11 stores which were located on the ground floor of his Calle Commercio home, and the house he owned behind the Cathedral were exclusively income-producing properties. And, as can be seen from his grants to his daughter, the nun, and his second wife, most of these 1,300 pesos in annual urban rents went for their daily food and clothing needs. Equally, he used the rent from the store on the ground floor in the house he owned in Coroyco simply for upkeep of the house so as to have a place to stay when visiting his coca haciendas 26 .
As for his commercial activités, both in his will of 1792 and in selected notarial documents after that period, Don Tadeo can be seen to be very actively engaged in traditional local and long distance trade. In December of 1792, for example, he was arranging a letter of credit with a Cádiz merchant for the purchase of an estimated 20,000 pesos worth of Castillian manufactured goods for importation to America 27 . In August of 1794 he financed the importation of 24,639 pesos' worth of Spanish textiles (bayetas de Castilla) for local La Paζ merchants, with the repayment in three parts over an 18-month period promised by the two merchants importing the goods, and with the goods serving as collateral 28 . In 1792 he bought a second Inn in the city of La Paz for 20,010 pesos in cash, for which his second wife and, by then, widow, was receiving annual rents of 1,000 pesos in 1809 29 . Thus Don Tadeo can be seen as operating in a consistently rational manner in all his activités as merchant, urban proprietor and rural agricultural producer throughout his career. Funds flowed freely from one type of investment to another, and Don Tadeo sought returns on his investments regardless of their urban or rural setting. Also, the sums he was still investing in commerce, were very impressive amounts considering the value of his fixed assets and annual income.
To estimate the total wealth of Don Tadeo, and the potential income he could generate in any given year, there exists the formal distribution of his property (hijuela) which he was required to make in 1789 when he sought to obtain a mayorazgo (or entailed estate) for his two sons; and the formal will he wrote after a very long illness in May of 1792, which built up from the original division of 1789 and included more complete details of his current economic activités in terms of liabilities and assets.
As can be seen from the above schematic breakdown, Don Tadeo estimated the total fixed assets of his joint estate with his first wife at 432,939 pesos. By any standards this was a great wealth. Though the accounting takes into consideration funds he has already given his sons-in-law and therefore no longer totally under his control, even the remaining 346,687 is one-fifth greater than all the royal tax income ge- Of the gross total amount of his estate (excluding the dowries) some 66% was in rural properties and only 34% in urban holdings. It is also evident that Don Tadeo had considerable liquid assets (as seen in section V of Table 1 ), for he seems to have had little difficulty in generating some 55,000 pesos in the few years after his first wife's death, to clear several major accounts in terms of mortgages due on her death, as well as general expenses.
The source of this liquid capital came from his ongoing commercial activités and his agricultural production and urban rents. Unfortunately, given the dispersed nature of his commercial dealings and the lack of his account books, it is almost impossible to reconstruct his income from sales, loans and other urban trade activities. However, some estimates can be made on his income from his rural and urban properties. While his production expenses are not known, his gross receipts from his rural properties can be estimated to be on the order of over 30,000 pesos per annum, with another 1,300 pesos in urban rents. This is not counting several farms for which no data are available, which at a rough guess would mean a gross income of from 35,000 to 45,000 pesos per annum 32 32 ) This is an approximate estimate. The original 30,000 pesos figure comes from calculating the income from his known coca output (worth 26,400 pesos), plus the 4,000 mitted to in his will, his expenses must have been relatively low. He noted in this context that all of the expenses of burial for him, as well as the settlement of all outstanding debts, plus the outright gifts of cash he was giving to friends (which I estimate from his will to be approximately 8,000 pesos), could easily be handled by the product of the first two of the three mitas (trimesters) production of his coca fields, and the first full year's fruits from his non-coca estates in the year after his death 33 . At a minimum, then, he was clearing on his agricultural production alone probably on the order of 10,000 pesos per annum above expenses (when the missing mita, or trimester of coca production, is taken into consideration). This does not include his urban rents, which it is my impression, he was primarily using for building maintenance, his own food and other living expenses; nor the interest he was generating in his trading loans and the profits he was making on his commercial activités.
Furthermore, Don Tadeo appears to have been especially prudent by contemporary standards in his borrowing policies on his properties in terms of maintaining high equity and low mortgages. Thus, while most of the haciendas of Chulumani were heavily mortgaged with censos and capellanías, Don Tadeo kept his indebtedness relatively low. Thus for nine Chulumani coca plantations for which data was available during this same period, the mortgages averaged 40% of the assessed value of the estates 34 . In the case of the six haciendas which he lispesos annual rents generated from his three Cohoni estates. Independently, estate assessors for the Crown estimated at the time of the mayorazgo request that the value of the income of his two sons from their respective rural and urban properties would come to approximately 15,000 to 16,000 pesos on their estimated 170,000 pesos of inherited assets. Mayorazgo, document 7. Assuming this same 9.5% ratio of rent to capital, yields approximately 5,500 pesos per annum for each of the other two inheritors of the estate (their share being 120,000 pesos in assets), plus another 4,500 for his second wife's rents. This results in total rents for the complete undivided estate at some 31,000 pesos. This estimate of rents, or gross income, seems to be quite comparable to such rents from contemporary Mexican haciendas. In these, rents came to approximately W/oper annum and net income averaged about 5% of total assets. Eric Van Young, Hacienda and Market in Eighteenth Century Mexico. The Rural Economy of the Gudalajara Region, 1675-1820 (Berkely 1981), pp. 324-325. 33 ) Testamento, item 48. 34 ) The total value of these 9 haciendas came to 114,300 pesos, with their censos at 45,636. These data were taken from sampled documents of the escribano records of Crispin de Vera y Aragon for the period 1787-1795. In the Mexican Bajio region, a major agricultural zone, some 36 haciendas averaged 41% indebtness. Brading, Haciendas, pp. 92-93. ted in his appeal for a mayorazgo in 1789, Don Tadeo's total indebtedness was only 18.5%. The same seems to be the case with his urban properties. When these were added into the total figures, his urban and rural properties came to the total value of 336,627 pesos, with total mortgages (censos andcapellanías) equalling 50,500 pesos, or 15%ofthe total assessed value of the properties 35 .
Finally, Don Tadeo seems to have led a rather parsimonious life in terms of his personal purchases. He admitted to owning very little silverware in his main house, and appears to have owned only two slaves, both women, and both of whom were employed in domestic chores. He did have a mayordomo (or steward) for his house and he obviously had some reasonably expensive furnishings in his La Paz home (evaluated at 8,650 pesos). But in his provisions for maintenance for his daughter, the nun, or for his wife's living expenses after he died, he implied that the rents from the urban properties would be more than sufficient for both to live in a more than adequate style. He estimated that his daughter could live on 6 pesos 6 reales a week, or 352 pesos per annum. He seems to imply that a similar sum would take care of his second wife's food and daily expenses 36 . One can assume, then, that this minimally estimated net income of some 10,000 pesos was almost all re-invested in Don Tadeo He granted his daughter a "asignación de renta vitalicia" or life income of 700 pesos per annum based on the rent from these stores. Mayorazgo, document 6, nota 1. To calculate this he assigned her a special type of capellanía worth 14,000 pesos out of the total 22,000 pesos value. AHLP, Registro I o del año de 1787, Crispin de Vera y Aragon, La Paz, 9 March 1787, no pagination. The rest of the rents from the store and the Tambo -some 800 pesos -were variously assinged to a capellanía for his deceased first wife (200 pesos per annum), and for the maintenance expenses of his second wife and for various religious expenses.
deo. His five different sons-in-law were all encouraged to join Don Tadeo both in his commercial trading ventures and, equally, to invest in both urban and rural properties, attaining active careers as merchants and landowners. For his two sons, however, it appears at first glance that Don Tadeo sought to remove them from this commercial--agricultural world, along with the one daughter who joined the Monastery of Purissima Concepción of La Paz as a nun in 1787.
At a very early age, Don Tadeo sent his two sons to Spain in 1778 to obtain an expensive legal education. His eldest, Juan Josef, was only 17 years old, and his brother younger than that when they accompanied the oidor (royal judge) Dr. Francisco Tadeo Diez de Medina to Spain. Reaching Madrid safely, they both entered a secondary school in the city (the Real Seminario de Nobles) which had a great deal of prestige. It would also appear that Don Tadeo provided Dr. Francisco Tadeo with generous funding for this trip and never asked for an accounting. Both sons continued their training and obtained law degress, with the eldest, Don Juan Josef, studying at the Colegio del Sacro Monte in Granada and later at the Universidad de Orihuela where he obtained the titles of bachiller and Doctor in Canon Law in 1787. Though both sons finished their schooling in the mid-1780s, they continued to reside in Madrid for another decade, with their father providing them with rather generous living expenses 37 .
To maintain his two sons, Don Tadeo established a trust fund ("fondo perdido y compañía") for them with a merchant in Cádiz for the initial sum of 3,000 pesos fuertes. This paid an interest of 9% per annum, giving his sons each a yearly income of 150 pesos fuertes. Furthermore, he provided them with general spending funds which came to 23,422 pesos as of 1789 38 .
To further strengthen their position in Madrid, Don Tadeo then took advantage both of changes in the mayorazgo laws on entailed estates issued by the Crown in 1786, and the recent death (prior to 1787) of his first wife, to petition the Crown, beginning in 1789, for the right to provide a mayorazgo for his two sons. Providing the owner with both status and the right to have a part of his inheritance free of mortgage, the mayorazgo was a crucial indicator of wealth and status to the socie- Castilla (1369 Castilla ( -1836 (Madrid 1974) . 40 ) See the side notes and inserted addendum pages added to a document of Don Tadeo in 1796 granting a capellanía to the Dominican Order, in AHLP, Registro 3° de 1796, Crispin de Vera y Aragon, folios 254ν ff. In 1828 the government extinguished the order and assigned its rent from tine capellanía to a government agency known as La Beneficencia. These addendum are dated 8 May 1819 and 22 July 1828. 41 ) AHLP, Registro I o del año de 1796, Crispin de Vera y Aragon, folios 107-107v. Don Tadeo "sold" his office for the same price he had paid for it, that is 910 pesos. Crespo, La vida cotidiana, p. 73. 42 ) By 1803, Juan Josef was listed as the owner of Yncapampa, while the haciendas of Chicalulo, Ypari, Ataguallani, Mutuguaya and a new one called Guaguasi of the pueblo of Mecapa were listed as belonging to his father Don Tadeo. Don Tadeo's granddaughter Doña Vicencia Eguino owned Choxlla Grande in Pacallo, and his son-in-law Francisco Guillén held the Monte estate in the same pueblo. In all they controlled some 188 male tributarios (aged 18-50 years) yanacona indians on their estates, for a total Indian population of 575 persons, a considerable reduction from the 1786 period. For the 1803 padrón see AGN, Sección Contaduría, Padrones de La Paz, 1802 -1803 . 43 ) By 1817, Don Tadeo Antonio controlled the remaining estates formerly owned by his father and elder brother. See, Archivo Nacional de Bolivia (Sucre), Archivos del Tribunal Nacional de Cuentas, no. 162, "Año de 1817, Padrón gral. de indios. . . Partido de sons obviously achieved better and much more costly educations than he did, Don Tadeo did not bankrupt himself to achieve that education, and he had every intention that they should combine both their legal professions with that of commercial activity and active land ownership. In fact, that was the very model of the career of Don Tadeo's much admired relative, Don Francisco Tadeo Diez de Medina, the oidor 44 .
Even in his very generous grants to the Church and in his rather heavy commitment to capellanías for the saying of masses, Don Tadeo does not seem to have gone to the extreme of severely mortgaging his estates to do so. At the time of his will in 1792, the total of the capellanías was 13,700 pesos, which along with some outright gifts of annual income (not related to official capellanías) came to a total annual rent of 1,235 pesos 45 . To these he seems to have added other capellanías before he died sometime in the first decade of the 19th century. These bequests were obviously a burden on the estate. But even had they come to 1,500 pesos per annum, they only represented some 15% of the estimated net income Don Tadeo was generating from his rural properties.
The purchase of the mayorazgo, on the other hand, was an expensive and obviously status-related item, and cost Don Tadeo the significant sum of 15,000 pesos. This, however, was the only real extravagance in relationship to his sons. The 45,000 to 50,000 pesos he expended on their education and maintenance in Spain, as well as the purchase of a municipal council seat and membership for both in the prestigious Real Orden de Carlos III 46 , were all designed to enhance their economic 46 ) The costs of educating his two sons in Spain up to 1789 came to 28,422 pesos, or approximately 2,600 pesos per annum for the 11 years that they had been overseas. The two sons seem to have remained in Spain at least until 1795, thus adding another six years, or 15,600 pesos. The various offices and honors probably cost between 3,000 to 5,000 pesos for the two. Thus a figure of 50,000 pesos seems to be the upper bound limit, excluding the mayorazgo purchase.
as well as social position. These titles made it possible for his sons to supplement their merchant-landowner incomes with legal and government funds. It also gave them key power positions from which to defend their economic interests in the context of an extremely competitive and fractious merchant class. Finally, while he bequeathed his sons their mayorazgo and a considerable amount of land, the laws of partable inheritance meant that Don Tadeo actually established six thriving and relatively independent landed-merchant families out of his total wealth, and the two sons in their combined inheritance obtained only 45% of the total maternal and paternal estate.
Even the seemingly useless dowring of his daughter María Magdalena, when she entered the Convent of Purísima Concepción of La Paz 47 , could potentially have been of direct economic benefit. Although Don Tadeo does not appear to have availed himself of the privilege, it was common practice for fathers who had provided dowries for their daughters entering convents to later become direct recepients of loans from these same monasteries, which were among the prime source of capital in colonial Latin America 48 . Moreover, Don Tadeo assigned his daughter only life rents for her maintenance at the convent, which consisted of some 700 pesos per annum from the rents of his 11 stores of La Paz, plus numerous small gifts from his personal "fifth" of the estate, which included the delivery of weekly supplies of mutton and the use of one of his house slaves (who was valued at 500 pesos, but who was provisionally freed on his death if she worked for his daughter until the daughter's death) 49 . In total, these grants of services, supplies and monies, came to a maximum of 1,000 pesos per annum. Moreover, all these rents and services terminated with the death of his daughter and did not become a permanent burden on his estate or that of his heirs. 47 ) I am unable to determine the amount of this dowry, or in fact, if it was given. It is not mentioned in either his testamento or mayorazgo documents. In the latter, he specifically excludes Mana Magdalena from his formal hijuela saying that she has renounced her claims. Mayorazgo, documentó, note 1. 48 ) He in fact, assigned his daughter's Convent a capellanía of 1,000 pesos fixed on his house/store in Coroyco in the Yungas, with an annual rent of 50 pesos for a novena on his saint 7 s day. Testamento, item 19. 49 ) Don Tadeo's female slave, María Antonia, was to be given 100 pesos on his death and provisionally freed provided she works for his daughter until the letter's death. His daughter María Magdalena was speifically prohibited from selling Maria Antonia during this period. Testamento, item 39; and item 54 (for weekly food provisions).
From this rapid examination of the income and expenditures of this very wealthy Alto Peruvian merchant and landowner, it is difficult to see behavior that was not influenced by market conditions, or that inhibited active participation in commerce and commercial agriculture at the same time. Throughout his entire career, Don Tadeo constantly invested his profits to improve his position in both worlds. Moreover, he married off three of his four daughters to merchants; and his sons, though trained in the law, eventually returned to work the estates and carry on the business developed by their father. A careful examination of Don Tadeo's wealth also revealed a high degree of economic specialization. His lands were all located within the intendency of La Paz, and his importing activities -which included bringing manufactured goods from Spain, sugar from Lima and wheat from Cochabamba -all seem to have been centered on the La Paz market 50 . The fact that this very wealthy merchant did not engage in mining, would also seem to suggest a relatively advanced degree of economic specialization among the Creole economic elite of Alto Perú.
Thus the career of Don Tadeo Diez de Medina is suggestive of the economic aggressiveness of the merchant class of La Paz and its active intervention in the rural area as important members of the landed aristocracy. Given that the Yungas estates were evaluated as the wealthiest in all of Alto Perú, and given the high costs of improvements and the long period of maturation of investments, it was inevitable that only wealth generated in the urban centers -whether in commercial or government activity -could provide the necessary base for expansion. The fact that Don Tadeo looked to merchants rather than landowners for husbands for his daughters, would also seem to suggest that land title per se was no guarantee of wealth and a landed career without access to urban incomes and commercial resources led only to decline and disappearance. Moreover, the fact that Don Tadeo was extremely reticent about his own parents in all his documents, would suggest -given the usual style of elaborate touting of ancestral status -that he was of relatively humble origins and that such a modest beginning did not prevent access to the ranks of the landed class.
Finally, given the rules of partable inheritance and the consequent plethora of contested and disputed land cases in the legal and notarial 50 ) His interest in sugar imports from Lima is mentioned in Testamento, item 34. records, it would seem apparent that transferring a landed empire intact from one generation to another was not a simple task. If the inheritors could not agree on joint administration (some 10% of the estates in the province of La Paz were clearly of such a joint ownership when listed as owned by the herederos of a long-deceased owner) then the conflicts could and did lead to the deliberate break-up of large and well-functioning units into smaller and often not very viable estates. Clearly Don Tadeo did give his sons unusual wealth and a chance to gain alternative sources of income. Also, the accident of death left only one of them with the major estates by the second decade of the 19th century. Nevertheless, the Diez de Medina empire itself was much reduced and broken into several independent family units after Don Tadeo's death. By the first complete republican rural census of 1829, the Diez de Medina family and its two surviving immediate collateral families had lost considerable ground, at least in the district of Chulumani. Of the 10 Yungas coca estates Don Tadeo at one time had held in his portfolio of properties, his descendants owned just four. His only surviving son, Don Tadeo Antonio, held the major estate of Chicalulo with 100yanaconas. One of his granddaughters, Doña Patricia Guillén, owned Monte with 67yanaconas and Mutuguaya with 194 Indians. The other grandchild, Doña Vicenta Eguino, held Ataguallani and its 64 Indians. Together these three families controlled some 425 Indians on these four estates 51 . Clearly, the once mighty empire was now reduced to three medium-sized hacendado families.
From this analysis of the origins, growth and decline of the landed empire of Don Tadeo Diez de Medina, it can be seen that the La Paz landed elite was a decidedly open one in terms of economic and social mobility. Clearly, it was impossible to hold both Indians and lands without using them productively and profitably. The costs of tribute and mortgages required a constant expenditure of capital which could only be obtained by profits derived from agricultural sales and returns to the hacendados above costs. Marriage alliances between old and new wealth and other social devices were used by the elite to guarantee some stability even for economically incompetent offspring in the rigors of an open market. But all these attempts to modify the impact of the market in no way prevented the changing economic fortunes 
